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Anaïs is a neo-grotesque typeface and a modern 
interpretation of classic grotesque typefaces, above all 
Neue Haas Grotesk.

Notable features of Anaïs includes a high x-height, the 
termination of strokes on horizontal or vertical lines and 
an relatively tight spacing between letters, which com-
bine to give it a dense, solid appearance. Curved endings 
of caps and small caps lend to an striking overall appear-
ance. Its overlapping elements ensures recognition.

It contains 7 weights and 15 cuts, from Thin to Black, 
with corresponding italics.

Anaïs is optimized for longer body texts and head-
lines, although it works for running texts. It is multilin-
gual and features an extensive set of glyphs that con-
tains a large number of accents, punctuation, symbols 
and special characters.

Designer     
Armin Brenner, Markus John

Year     
2019

Styles     
15, Thin, Thin Italic, Extra Light, Extra Light Italic, 
Light, Light Italic, Regular, Italic, Medium, Medium Italic, 
Bold, Bold Italic, Black, Black Italic, Extra

Licenses    
Desktop, Web, App (on request) 

Copyright     
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Thin characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures 

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj fi 
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Somet imes I’m thinking that I 
love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Somet imes I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only 
lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust; Sweats running down your back; 
Sweats running down your neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or is that untrue?); 
Colder couplings in the night ; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always knew it 
would; Somet imes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your 
sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat 
so sour; Somet imes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it would; 
Somet imes I’m thinking that I 
love you; But I know know it’s 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Thin italic characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures 

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj fi 
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I 
love you; But I know it’s only lust ; Your kiss so sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss 
so sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s 
only lust ; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust ; Sweats running down your 
back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or is that un-
true?); Colder couplings in the night ; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust ; Your kiss so sweet ; 
Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet ; Your 
sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I 
love you; But I know it’s only lust ; The sins of

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m think-
ing that I love you; But I 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Extra light characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures 

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj fi 
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I 
love you; But I know it’s only lust ; Your kiss so sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss 
so sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s 
only lust ; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust ; Sweats running down your 
back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or is that un-
true?); Colder couplings in the night ; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust ; Your kiss so sweet ; 
Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet ; Your 
sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I 
love you; But I know it’s only lust ; The sins of 

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m think-
ing that I love you; But I 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Extra light italic characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures 

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj fi 
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that 
I love you; But I know it’s only lust ; Your kiss so sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Your 
kiss so sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; But I 
know it’s only lust ; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust ; Sweats running 
down your back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated couplings in the sun 
(Or is that untrue?); Colder couplings in the night ; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always knew 
it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love 
you; But I know it’s only lust ; Your kiss so 
sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so 
sweet ; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Light characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures 

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj fi 
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that 
I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your 
kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; But I 
know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust; Sweats running 
down your back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or 
is that untrue?); Colder couplings in the night; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; 
Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your 
sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I 
love you; But I know it’s only lust; The sins of 

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Light italic characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures 

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj fi 
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking 
that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; 
Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust; Sweats 
running down your back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated couplings in 
the sun (Or is that untrue?); Colder couplings in the night; (Never saw your

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always knew 
it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love 
you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Regular characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜ ¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking 
that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; 
Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust;
Sweats running down your back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated cou-
plings in the sun (Or is that untrue?); Colder couplings in the night; (Never saw 
your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always knew 
it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love 
you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only 
lust; The sins of the flesh

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Italic characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more

¢$€£¥ΩΔ√¤ð¶§@Ⓟ®©™ª∞∫ƒ∂∏∑&ßẞ¿¡?!#%‰�
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking 
that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so 
sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that 
I love you; But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of 
lust; Sweats running down your back; Sweats running down your neck; Heat-
ed couplings in the sun (Or is that untrue?); Colder couplings in the night; 
(Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always 
knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking that 
I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your 
kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your 
kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Some-
times I’m thinking that I love you; But I 
know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Medium characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more

¢$€£¥ΩΔ√¤ð¶§@Ⓟ®©™ª∞∫ƒ∂∏∑&ßẞ¿¡?!#%‰�
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your 
sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh; Are 
simply sins of lust; Sweats running down your back; Sweats running down 
your neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or is that untrue?); Colder cou-
plings in the night; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always 
knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking 
that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; 
Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; 
Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; 
Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Medium Italic characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more

¢$€£¥ΩΔ√¤ð¶§@Ⓟ®©™ª∞∫ƒ∂∏∑&ßẞ¿¡?!#%‰�
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; 
Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Sometimes 
I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the 
flesh; Are simply sins of lust; Sweats running down your back; Sweats 
running down your neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or is that un-
true?); Colder couplings in the night; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always 
knew it would; Sometimes I’m thinking 
that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; 
Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; 
Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; 
Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; 
But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Medium italic samples



Bold characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; 
Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Some-
times I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; The sins 
of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust; Sweats running down your back; 
Sweats running down your neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or is 
that untrue?); Colder couplings in the night; (Never saw your body)

18 PT

The change will do you good; I always 
knew it would; Sometimes I’m think-
ing that I love you; But I know it’s only 
lust; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat 
so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your 
sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m think-
ing that I love you; But I know it’s only

30 PT

The change will do you 
good; I always knew it 
would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Bold italic characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes 
I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so 
sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only 
lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust; Sweats running 
down your back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated cou-
plings in the sun (Or is that untrue?); Colder couplings in the night; 

18 PT

The change will do you good; I al-
ways knew it would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know 
it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; 
Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Some-
times I’m thinking that I love you; 

30 PT

The change will do 
you good; I always 
knew it would; Some-
times I’m thinking that 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Black characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more

¢$€£¥ΩΔ√¤ð¶§@Ⓟ®©™ª∞∫ƒ∂∏∑&ßẞ¿¡?!#%‰�
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Sometimes 
I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your sweat so 
sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only 
lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust; Sweats running 
down your back; Sweats running down your neck; Heated cou-
plings in the sun (Or is that untrue?); Colder couplings in the 

18 PT

The change will do you good; I al-
ways knew it would; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love you; But I know 
it’s only lust; Your kiss so sweet; 
Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Some-
times I’m thinking that I love you; 

30 PT

The change will do 
you good; I always 
knew it would; Some-
times I’m thinking 

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Black italic characterset

Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures

fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj
Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do you good, I always knew it would; Some-
times I’m thinking that I love you; But I know it’s only lust; Your 
kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your kiss so sweet; Your 
sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m thinking that I love you; But I 
know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh; Are simply sins of lust; 
Sweats running down your back; Sweats running down your 
neck; Heated couplings in the sun (Or is that untrue?); Colder

18 PT

The change will do you good; I al-
ways knew it would; Sometimes 
I’m thinking that I love you; But I 
know it’s only lust; Your kiss so 
sweet; Your sweat so sour; Your 
kiss so sweet; Your sweat so sour; 
Sometimes I’m thinking that I love

30 PT

The change will 
do you good; I al-
ways knew it would; 
Sometimes I’m

The same again

 Damaged 

Goods 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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Extra characterset
Lowercase

áăâäàāąåãæċćčçďđéěêëėèēęğġģħĳıíîïìīįķĺľļŀłŋńňņñóôöòőōøõœþŕřŗ
șśšşțŧťţúûüùűūųůẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳźžż
Uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆĆČÇĊÐĎĐÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘĞĠĢĦĲİÍÎÏÌĪĮĶĹĽĻĿŁŃŇŅÑŊ 
ÓÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒÞŔŘŖŚŠȘŞȚŦŤŢÚÛÜÙŰŪŲŮẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲŹŽŻ
Numerals and Fract ions

0123456789 ¼ ½ ¾ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ��� 
Ligatures
fi fl ff fh fb ft fj fr fk ffi ffl ffh ffb ffk fft ffj it if in il ih im ib ie io ic ia id ig ii iq ir ip ik iu ks kt kf ko ke kc kd kg ka kl 
kh km kn ki kb kq kr kp kk ku ns nt nf na nd ne ng nc no nq nb ni nn nr np nm nh nl nk ot of os ol oh om on 
ob or op oc oq oa od og ok ss st sf sg so sc sd sq se sa sh si sl sp sn sm sb sk sr su tt tf ta tp tr tb tn tm th tl ti 
to tq te td tc tg tk tu ƣ ȣ ʦ ν ꝏ ꝭ
NS NC NV NO NN OC OJ SS ZO Ǌ Ꝏ Oa On Or Oh Op Ol Ok Of Om Ob Ou Oo Oq Oc Od Oe Og Os Ƣ

Arrows

→←↑↓↗↖↘↙
Punctuat ions

—-–«»‹›„“”‘’‚≈~÷+±=>≥<≤−×≠|¦°^◊´ˇˆ¨˙`˝†‡˚˜ ¯•;:,… .·”’/\_{}[]()*
Symbols and more
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10 PT
The change will do yȣ gꝏd, I always knew it wȣld; Sometimes I’m think-
ing that I love yȣ; But I know it’s only lust; Yȣr kiss so sweet; Yȣr 
sweat so sour; Yȣr kiss so sweet; Yȣr sweat so sour; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love yȣ; But I know it’s only lust; The sins of the flesh; 
Are simply sins of lust; Sweaʦ running down yȣr back; Sweaʦ running 
down yȣr neck; Heated cȣplings in the sun (Or ꝭ that untrue?); Colder 
cȣplings in the night; (Never saw yȣr body)

18 PT

The change will do yȣ gꝏd; I always 
knew it wȣld; Sometimes I’m thinking 
that I love yȣ; But I know it’s only lust; 
Yȣr kiss so sweet; Yȣr sweat so sour; 
Yȣr kiss so sweet; Yȣr sweat so sour; 
Sometimes I’m thinking that I love yȣ; 
But I know it’s only lust

30 PT

The change will do yȣ 
gꝏd; I always knew it 
wȣld; Sometimes I’m 
thinking that I love yȣ

The same again

 Damaged 

Gꝏds 
All memories
are gone
Far and further
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File Format
Desktop, Web, App (on request)

Release
2019

About
New Letters is a German type foundry and design studio founded 
by Armin Brenner and Markus John in 2015. We are focusing in 
typography and graphic design, all in the intersection of cultural 
and commercial projects. We engage in projects within the fields 
of culture, art and fashion. 

Commissioned Typefaces
We also offer individual typeface design and lettering. This is the 
best way for a exclusive visual identity. Please contact us for more 
information. 

Workshops
Currently we are looking for the opportunity for small workshops 
and lectures. Please contact us for more information. 

Copyright
© NEW LETTERS – All rights reserved

Contact
info@new-letters.de
www.new-letters.de

Licensing
Our typefaces are licensed for a different number of users (desk-
top licence) or page views per month (web licence). The purchase 
of a font makes the buyer a licenced user of the font, not an owner.

Our desktop files come in the format otf (Open Type). They work 
both on Windows and MAC. Our web files come in the formats eot, 
woff, woff2, tt f and svg (and a stylesheet.css)

New Letters »Font Software« or documentation may not be subli-
censed, sold, leased, rented, lent, or given away to another person 
or entity.

The »Font Software« must not be distributed, resold or subli-
censed to a third party and you agree to take reasonable care to 
avoid unauthorized distribution of the »Font Software«.

The license is non-exclusive and non-transferable. The rights to 
the designs themselves remain the property of New Letters. With 
buying our »Font Software« it is provided that you agree to the fol-
lowing. Please take note that you also agree to the corresponding 
New Letters end user license agreement by downloading and/or 
installing our typefaces.

Further licenses on request.

More information: 
www.new-letters.de/information
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